








From:
To: Licensing
Subject: Representation alcohol license berry square
Date: 10 June 2023 02:12:42

Dear sir / madam

My name is  I have already sent representation on behalf of my family and myself who live next door
to the Berry hotel. This was done using the digital form.

Myself and all the local residents I’ve spoken to wish to raise a question please, the notice in the window of the
Berry hotel was only displayed on Saturday the 3rd June and we don’t feel we have had the time to organise a
response that covers the feeling of the local residents. This hasn’t given us the 28 days we feel we should have
been entitled too.  As a  I feel I should have been informed directly rather than
another neighbour informing me.? Is this right?

Representation
An elderly neighbour has asked me if I could email you her representation as she doesn’t use email, she has
dictated this is her words.
Her details are  and you can call her
on .
Im really worried that this will bring unnecessary crime, violence and public disorder which happens on just
about every premise that serves alcohol, my husband and myself are just  away from the Berry hotel and
scared of the problems this will bring, this is a very quiet square where with private access for our mobility
scooters, there will definitely be increased noise and people leaving drunk, more then likely damage to privately
parked cars, flower planters, increased rubbish, general anti social behaviour associated with drink. This square
has a group of residents that are proud of our small community, my grandchildren play on the grass in front of
us, they can’t do that safely with more strangers constantly walking through drunk . I’ve been told that the
owners intention is not sell alcohol to guests but ultimately to customers as he has told people he intends to
open the current guest dinning area as a Indian/ Nepalese restaurant  as until recently he owned one in winner
street.
He has had building work to the rear store and extended and turned it into a commercial kitchen , there was no
planning consent granted.
Currently the agreement in the square is we all use the grass directly in front of us , however with additional
people coming there will be parking issues for residents, the roads around us are already saturated with guests
from mercure hotel on weekends.
Why does he need a license ? It’s not for current customers that stay in his hotel, there’s the spinning wheel pub
and The Hyde dandy pub behind the Berry hotel out on the main road.
Since the  B&B  turned residential other then the  b& B ( who also have older guests) next
to them the square is purely residential flats and houses,it is quiet,peaceful, has no violence and granting a
license to serve alcohol all day is a recipe for disaster , we have a beautiful square please don’t grant this license
as it will cause regular nuisance and upset for all of us.
If given 28 days I can prepare a local partition to show public opinion.
Thank you

Sent from my iPad






